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The struggle to free Palestine stands at a turning point. Hamas’ attacks on October 

7th shattered the status quo, triggering both Israel’s genocidal war on Gaza and an 

outpouring of international solidarity with the Palestinian people and their struggle for 

liberation. Spectre’s Ashley Smith spoke with Tareq Baconi, author of Hamas 

Contained, about October 7th, Israel’s genocide, and the state of the Palestinian resistance 

and its implication for the region and world. 

Tareq Baconi is the author of Hamas Contained: The Rise and Pacification of Palestinian 

Resistance (Stanford University Press, 2018). His writing has appeared in the London 

Review of Books, the New York Review of Books, the Washington Post, among others, and 

he is a frequent commentator in regional and international media. He is the book review 

editor for the Journal of Palestine Studies. 
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The International Court of Justice (ICJ) just released its initial ruling. What is your 

assessment of it and its impact on the war, geopolitics, and global popular opinion? 

What is your analysis of the Western powers’ response, especially the decision by the 

United States to cut off funding to the United Nations Relief and Works Agency 

(UNRWA)? 

The ICJ ruling is a very important milestone for Palestine, and more broadly for 

international law and global governance. It decided that South Africa’s charge of genocide 

against Israel is plausible and agreed to accept the case. But the ICJ’s ruling was also a 

painful one for Palestinians as it failed to call for a ceasefire. 

But in terms of the politics behind it, the ruling is significant. The ICJ’s ruling that Israel 

abide by genocide conventions and allow humanitarian aid into Gaza is unprecedented. It 

demonstrates how international law can become an important site of battle against Israel 

and a place where justice can be sought for the oppressed, alongside the political work 

behind the scenes. 

Of course, as many have argued, there are severe limitations to what can be won through 

international law. Certainly, it will not deliver full justice and liberation to Palestinians. 

Nonetheless, the ruling has demonstrated global pushback against the hegemony of the 

Western powers, specifically, in this instance, the U.S. and Israel, as well as other states 

like Germany that opposed South Africa’s case. 

The pushback has to be seen within the context of geopolitical realignment, in which more 

countries such as South Africa and others in the BRICS are challenging Western 

hegemony on the global stage. In that context, I see this ruling as the beginning of a 

corrective that can result in a more equitable structure of global governance. 

The one other thing that is incredibly important is that the ruling is an opening for other 

states to intervene, to demand a ceasefire, and to hold Israel accountable for the ongoing 

genocide in Gaza. In the past, many states in the Global South have felt intimidated by the 

Western powers and their control and manipulation of these international institutions. 

The US and European states have used them for their imperial interests. Now, hopefully, 

more states in the Global South will use them in the cause of justice for the oppressed and 

to push back against Western hegemony. 

Demonstrating their opposition to such uses of international bodies, the US and its allies 

cut off funding to UNRWA. They took at face value Israeli allegations that 12 of the 

agency’s 30,000 employees participated in the October 7th attack on Israel. 
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Cutting off funding now amidst a genocide is a form of collective punishment against 

Palestinians, who rely on UNRWA to meet their day-to-day needs. It could trigger a full 

blown famine in Gaza. 

Israel has long aimed to dismantle UNRWA, deny Palestinians’ status as refugees from 

the Nakba in 1948, and deny their UN-granted right of return to their stolen homes and 

land. The Western powers’ decision to cut funding to UNRWA shows that they are clearly 

aligned with that project. 

Israel seems to be failing to meet its two stated objectives for its war on Gaza: the 

destruction of Hamas and the release of the hostages. It seems that Defense Secretary 

Lloyd Austin’s warning to Israel is correct, that it risked a strategic defeat despite scoring 

a tactical victory. What is your assessment of Israel’s strategy? What is it actually fighting 

to accomplish? How much of this does the US support and how much of it does it disagree 

with? 

  

Israel’s strategy from the start was implausible. It could never achieve its stated objective 

of decimating Hamas. Hamas represents political views that extend far beyond it as a party 

and military organization. It is a constituent element of the Palestinian liberation struggle. 

Even if Hamas’s current organization is weakened, it will rebuild itself in new forms. And 

the broader resistance will similarly grow. The idea that Palestinian resistance to Israeli 

apartheid can be eradicated is a fantastical notion. 
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That can only be achieved by the complete annihilation of the Palestinian people, which is 

exactly what Israel is trying to do. Under the guise of defeating Hamas, it is carrying out 

ethnic cleansing and genocide in Gaza. 

But with all that horrific violence, Israel has even failed to deliver a powerful blow to the 

movement. Hamas continues to operate as a resistance force, firing rockets into Israel and 

staging attacks against the Israeli army. 

Israel has also failed to achieve its second objective. It has freed only one hostage – a 

soldier – by military means. It has only been able to release civilians through negotiated 

agreements with Hamas, exchanging Palestinian prisoners for Israeli hostages. 

So Israel is losing both tactically and strategically. Its tactical defeat on the battlefield is 

evident. But its strategic loss is even greater. On October 7th, Hamas shattered a 

fundamental pillar of Zionism, which is that the Israeli state can ensure the safety for Jews 

within its borders while maintaining its apartheid regime against Palestinians. 

Thus, regardless of what one thinks about October 7th, Hamas can claim to have scored a 

strategic victory on that day. Of course, it is very difficult to talk about victory given the 

blood-letting and given that Palestinians are being subject to genocide. 

As far as the US is concerned, the Biden administration is ideologically and strategically 

committed to what the Israeli government is doing. There is no disagreement between the 

two. 

I do not think that the Biden administration is seriously concerned about the level of 

civilian death and the destruction of Gaza’s infrastructure. If it was, it would not be 

supporting, funding, and arming Israel to carry out the genocide. 

It has put no conditions on its aid. Its repeated expressions of concern for civilians are just 

for public relations and to secure plausible deniability for its complicity with genocide. It 

is just as culpable for this crime against humanity as is Israel. 

Washington’s attacks on the Houthis confirm that. It has decided to bomb Yemen, one of 

the poorest countries in the world, in order to allow Israel to continue its genocidal war, 

rather than call for a ceasefire. 

It could easily stop the war, and thus bring an end to the Houthi attacks on ships in the Red 

Sea. That it has not done so shows how invested the US is in Israel’s total war on 

Palestinians. 

Now let’s turn to Hamas. What condition is it in now, both as a political and military 

force? What are its strategy and goals in the current war? How much support does it 

have from the Palestinian population now? 
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This is my analysis of Hamas at the current moment, based on years of studying it but not 

on any interviews with its members since October 7th. Militarily, I think Hamas believes 

itself to be winning. 

It has shattered Israel’s confidence, blocked it from achieving its two objectives, and 

negotiated the release of hundreds of Palestinian prisoners. That success, however, has of 

course come at an enormous price for Palestinians. 

Now, politically, several things are happening. Hamas is trying to communicate its 

objectives to a broader public in Palestine, the region, and in the rest of the world. It is 

attempting to counter the allegations that Israel and the US have made about October 7th, 

to tell its side of the story, and ground everything in the ongoing oppression of 

Palestinians and their right to resist Israeli apartheid. 

Politically, Hamas’s leaders are offering at times conflicting messages. On the one hand, 

figures within the movement are reiterating its willingness to accept the creation of a 

Palestinian state on the 1967 borders. 

In part, it is doing this in response to pressure from the Western powers and states in the 

region to signal any concession that might bring an end to Israel’s genocidal war. It might 

also be using this proposal to call the bluff of Israel and the international community, to 

expose the fact that Israel will not accept a two state solution, and therefore that Israel is 

the real obstacle to a just peace. 

On the other hand, the movement is clearly also seeing this moment as an important 

milestone in the long-term struggle for the liberation of Palestine, one which it hopes 

could resuscitate Palestinian – and perhaps regional – resistance to Israeli colonization. 

Hamas’ October 7th attack was the immediate cause of Israel’s genocidal war. Given 

the barrage of propaganda spewed by Israel and the US, it is worth clarifying what in 

fact occurred. What actually happened and what did not? What was Hamas aiming to 

accomplish in the attack? 

There is a fog of war that is slowly lifting around what actually happened on that day. I 

will focus specifically on Hamas’s thinking. It is likely the case that the movement was 

aiming to target military bases around the Gaza Strip, to capture soldiers and bring those 

as captives, to break through the fence area separating the strip from the rest of historic 

Palestine, to gather intelligence, and to challenge Israel’s conviction that the Palestinian 

issue has been pacified. 

The scale of the attack exceeded all these objectives and is likely to have gone further than 

Hamas itself might have anticipated, primarily because of the astonishing weakness of 
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Israeli security and the failure of its intelligence operations. The movement’s ability to 

break through the fence area, and to spend as long as it did within Israel, going far into the 

territory, meant that the attack took on another dimension altogether. 

Even with just the narrow objectives being fulfilled, Hamas’s leaders must have 

anticipated a violent and disproportionate response from the Israeli army. The current 

genocidal violence however likely exceeds anything that the movement might have 

expected. Nonetheless, the defensive capabilities Hamas has developed, as well as the 

infrastructure for an effective guerrilla warfare in the Gaza Strip, shows the movement to 

be quite prepared for engaging with Israel’s army. 

Since October 7, many of the allegations put forward by Israel, repeated uncritically by 

Western politicians and media, were smothered in orientalist and Islamophobic tropes – 

I’m thinking specifically about the forty decapitated babies. The ease with which the 

Israeli narrative is absorbed by its Western allies shows that there is very little 

understanding of how Israeli hasbara works, and that there is an infinite well of support for 

Israel and an immediate suspicion of Palestinians. 

As for the allegations around Hamas’s targeting of civilians and the systematic use of rape 

as a weapon, the movement issued a long document pushing back against these 

accusations, rejecting that the movement had employed such tactics. As a scholar of the 

movement, I would be surprised if Hamas employed rape or sexual violence 

systematically as a weapon of war. 

But there is no doubt that there was violence committed against civilians on that day, and 

credible investigations are needed to separate what are spurious allegations from the 

reality of what took place. Sadly, the narratives around that violence have proven 

sufficient for Western powers to launch and condone a genocidal war, truth be damned. 

The case with UNRWA is the latest example where Israeli allegations – so often in the 

past proven ultimately incorrect – are sufficient to result in action that harms Palestinians. 

What has been the impact of October 7th and the war on the Palestinian population and 

its liberation struggle? On the one hand, it seems like a second defeat, another Nakba. 

On the other hand, we are in the midst of a historic groundswell both regionally and 

globally of solidarity with Palestine. What is your assessment of the situation? 

I think both of these things are true. On the one hand, it is important to understand what is 

happening today as part of the Nakba. The Nakba started before 1948 with the Zionist 

colonization of Palestine and has been ongoing ever since. 
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That history of dispossession has been punctuated with moments of spectacular Zionist 

violence. We are living in one of the most extreme moments right now in Gaza. 

But the Zionist attack is not only against Palestinians in Gaza. Israel and its settlers are 

carrying out attacks, expulsions, and land seizures in the West Bank. The Israeli state is 

also repressing Palestinians in Israel. 

Obviously nothing compares to the genocide in Gaza. Israel is leveling cities, killing vast 

numbers of people, and murdering children, threatening the very existence of the current 

and next generation of Palestinians there. 

It is making Gaza uninhabitable. Even if there is a ceasefire tomorrow, where are the 

Palestinians in Gaza going to live? There are no hospitals. There are no schools. Most  

people in Gaza are now homeless. 

And in the vast new tent cities filled with hundreds of thousands of displaced people, the 

winter cold, disease, and hunger threaten death on an unimaginable scale. So, we are 

living another Nakba. Those of us who are on the outside have been paralyzed by grief and 

fear for our people in Gaza. 

At the same time, this is one of the most important moments in Palestinian history. We 

might be on the cusp of real change. We are witnessing unprecedented global awareness of 

Palestinian oppression and resistance and unprecedented international solidarity with our 

struggle for liberation. 

But more importantly than that, we are no longer talking about rotten compromises in 

exchange for creating a Palestinian Bantustan. Instead, we are talking about first 

principles, about the right to self-determination, about the right to resist, and about ethnic 

cleansing, settler colonialism, and genocide. We are talking about the Nakba in 1948. 

All of this represents a fundamental challenge to Israel, the US, and the other Western 

powers. They are exerting enormous pressure to force us back into the box of partition and 

the two state solution. Now they are promising to establish a Palestinian state with a 

capital in East Jerusalem. 

But no one takes their promises seriously anymore. The apartheid regime is committing 

genocide. And the Western powers are complicit with it. No one trusts them to treat 

Palestinians as a people with a right to self-determination and with a right to sovereignty 

and their own state. 

As a result, we are going back to the question of how you decolonize Palestine. How do 

you dismantle this genocidal apartheid regime? We have to focus on that question and that 

project. 
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We must not fall back into the older paradigm of partition. We must move forward toward 

a complete paradigm shift and set our goal as complete decolonization. There is no other 

way to win liberation, justice, and with that, peace. 

In your book, you document how Hamas filled a vacuum as the main military 

resistance, after the PLO abandoned that strategy for diplomacy and agreed to the Oslo 

process, accepting the partition of historic Palestinian, and abandoning the goal of a 

one state solution. But you document how Hamas became contained once in political 

power in Gaza, balancing between ruling as a government with the aim of statehood 

within the 1967 borders, and with continued military resistance with the aim of the full 

liberation of historic Palestine. What are Hamas’s politics, strategy, and goals? 

I have grappled with this question a lot since October 7th. After Hamas won the elections 

in 2006 and was driven to seize control of Gaza and rule it until 2023, it was effectively 

contained. 

It was limited institutionally and militarily to the Gaza Strip. Its infrastructure in the West 

Bank was dismantled by the Palestinian Authority (PA) and Israel. And its political 

leadership was all abroad. 

In Gaza, Hamas’s military resistance was restricted to firing rockets on Israel to pressure it 

to relax its blockade, allow supplies in, and to improve conditions for its impoverished 

people. As a governing authority, it shifted from being solely a military movement 

committed to armed resistance, and became a ruling party responsible for 2.3 million 

Palestinians under its governance. 

That new position shaped its priorities and changed its military strategy. During this 

period, it began to talk about accepting the creation of a Palestinian state on the 1967 

borders. 

But, in contrast to the PLO, Hamas never conceded ideologically towards partition; it 

never put down its guns or recognized the state of Israel or the right of Palestinians to the 

entirety of the land. It may have been contained by governing Gaza, but ideologically it 

still held out the goal of full liberation and, as its leaders repeatedly stated, it kept its finger 

on the trigger. 

It believed in the longer term, and as I noted in the book, even the effective containment of 

the movement and its pacification were likely to be temporary. It always reserved the right 

to full resistance for the full liberation of historic Palestine. 

That led me to ask, how temporary was its containment? Was it pacified for the medium 

and long term? Could it challenge its confinement? 
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October 7th has answered those questions. It decided to break through its containment. In 

doing so it has achieved a goal it long aspired to, which is a bit counterintuitive, of 

abandoning political governance for military resistance. 

It is counterintuitive because it did run in the 2006 election for the leadership of the 

Palestinian Authority, which implied a desire to govern within the body of the PA. But for 

the movement, its political aspirations were never limited to governance. 

Rather, it believed it could revolutionize the PA, turn it into a government of resistance, 

and use it to carry out full-scale resistance against Israeli apartheid. While it failed to 

accomplish that with the PA as a whole, it did use its governance in Gaza to carry out its 

unprecedented military attack on Israel on October 7th. 

Now, Hamas has achieved its goal of shattering the illusion that Israel can maintain its 

colonial, violent rule with impunity. In the wake of that, Hamas is responding to 

developments as they happen. 

It is engaged in negotiations over prisoner swaps and a potential ceasefire. Beyond that, I 

believe the movement’s long term aspiration of joining the PLO and reforming it from 

within to resuscitate the Palestinian struggle from the debris of Oslo remains a key 

objective. 

It seems like the Palestinian struggle is at a strategic impasse. The diplomatic approach 

pursued by the PLO has led to devastating compromises and a corrupt PA, utterly 

discredited in the eyes of most Palestinians. Hamas’s adoption of the PLO’s old strategy 

of military resistance with the hope of securing support from Arab states seems unlikely 

to win, given the balance of military power that heavily favors Israel and the US behind 

it. Are there other alternatives? What about the strategy of seeing Palestinian liberation 

as bound up with popular struggle throughout the Middle East to overturn all the 

interconnected and oppressive state structures? What is the state of discussion and 

debate about the way forward now? 

I think it has always been impossible to separate the diplomatic from the military, the 

legal, and Palestinian as well as regional popular struggle. I think all of these are means 

for pushing forward Palestinian decolonization. 

Now, I do agree with you that we are at a moment of heightened contradictions. 

Diplomacy has until now ended in defeat for Palestinians and prospects for success on that 

front looks no better today. Western policymakers want to put Palestinians back in the trap 

of a truncated state with no real  sovereignty. 
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At the same time, Palestinians are strategically winning on the military front, while 

suffering enormous losses in Gaza. And to this point, we have not seen a popular rising 

against the state and settler terror in the West Bank and inside ’48 [Israel proper]. So, 

these contradictions have to be dealt with very carefully. 

For me, the greatest weakness of the current moment is that there is no Palestinian 

political project that unites all the legal, diplomatic, military, and popular struggles in a 

common strategy. Without that, these struggles can sometimes work at cross purposes 

with each other. 

There is no body similar to what the PLO once was. But even the old PLO wasn’t 

representative of our whole struggle, because it didn’t include Palestinians inside Israel. 

So, we have no political project to make strategic decisions to lead a coordinated 

resistance, even as we have a global, energized and very effective grassroots movement. 

We have two tasks, I think. First, we must encourage the emergence of a representative 

political body. That would enable us to assess the Palestinian struggle in its entirety, 

represent all its different constituencies, craft strategy, and implement it through the 

movement’s various fronts. For now, this means pushing back against all efforts to employ 

politicians who do not represent the people, and who are willing to accept a return to the 

status quo of Bantustan governance, for their own personal interest. 

Second, we have to see the Palestinian struggle as intimately connected to the regional 

struggle. Israel as a settler colony is deeply connected with imperialist ambitions in the 

region (ushered into existence by the British Empire and supported since then by the US 

Empire). 

But it is also deeply embedded with authoritarianism in the region. The various 

normalization deals orchestrated by the US and others between authoritarian regimes and 

Israel over the last few decades underline that fact. 

That is why the liberation of Palestine has a regional depth and is intimately connected 

with the support it gets from the people of the region, support which is often at odds with 

the interests of their authoritarian regimes. Palestine, in this sense, is a regional issue as 

well as a global one. 

It becomes, in my mind, the litmus test for decolonization in the 21st century. Therefore, 

as we continue to build a liberationist project that is representative of all our people, we as 

Palestinians have to forge regional and global alliances for our collective liberation. 

That is why South Africa’s case at the ICJ is so important. It shows that our oppression 

and liberation is not just our issue, but that of the world and its institutions. If the ICJ isn’t 
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a forum to push back against war crimes and genocide in Palestine, then it has failed as an 

institution of global governance and become one that is easily manipulated for Western 

interests. 

The region seems to be standing on a knife’s edge, between a regional conflagration 

and a settlement of some kind. Except for the Houthis, who have threatened world 

commerce with missile attacks on containers in the Red Sea, the region’s states have 

done little to aid Gaza or the Palestinian resistance. At times, Israel in particular but 

also the US seem on the verge of triggering a regional war. At other times, the US and 

its allied Arab regimes seem committed to cutting a deal and restarting normalization, 

pacifying the Palestinian resistance, and imposing some kind of two state settlement 

with a reformed PA in control of both the West Bank and Gaza. But Israel at least 

under Netanyahu is absolutely opposed to any kind of two state solution. Where is this 

whole situation headed? 

We have to look at the region, the US, Israel, and Palestine as a very complex situation 

with a lot of competing interests and different priorities. It is also a dynamic situation. So 

however we talk about it now will be a bit of a simplification. 

That said, the authoritarian regimes in the region and Israel have a shared goal of 

maintaining military alliances that are fundamentally anti-democratic. They are all 

alliances of counter-revolution against the uprisings that began in 2010 and 2011. 

The authoritarian regimes and Israel want to prevent such revolutions from again 

threatening their rule. The US shares their viewpoint; it wants regime preservation and 

normalization of relations to protect its interests and ensure stability in the region – as if 

stability and justice are at odds with each other. 

There are the states that are looking to normalize relations with Israel like Saudi Arabia, 

and other states that have already normalized like the UAE, Bahrain, and Morocco. Some 

states, like Sisi’s regime in Egypt, are not only refusing to support the resistance but are 

actively supporting the Israeli genocide. These regimes do not represent the interests of 

their people and do not represent their people’s solidarity with Palestinians. 

Then there are the regimes that are fearful for their own safety and stability, including, for 

example, Jordan. So, just as it has in the past, the Palestinian resistance is sending 

shockwaves through the region, challenging the state order. How much change it results in 

– and whether it changes it for the better or worse – remains to be seen. 
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The region is thus on a knife’s edge. On the one hand, the US and the region’s states want 

to contain the resistance and put everything back in the box. They want to impose the PA 

in Gaza, restart discussion about a two state solution, and return to normalization. 

They are living in denial about just how disruptive October 7th was to their imperial and 

regional order. So they are reaching back to projects like the two state solution that are 

simply out of sync with reality. They are desperate for a stability that is probably not in the 

cards. 

On the other hand, we see the possibility of a regional escalation everywhere. There is 

already a low-intensity war between the US and Israel with several countries. And 

Washington’s attacks on Yemen for the Houthis’ strikes on shipping as well as 

Washington’s looming attacks on Iranian-backed Iraqi militias for their drone strike on the 

US base in Jordan threaten to uncork regional conflict. 

For its part, Netanyahu’s government in Israel believes a regional war beyond the Gaza 

Strip would be a godsend. It would enable Israel to change the whole geopolitical narrative 

of it carrying out genocide. It would use a regional war to say that they’re the embattled 

victim again, they’re David standing up to the regional Goliath. 

In that context, it is very interesting to note how actors like Hezbollah are being careful 

not to take the bait, get antagonized, and react to Israeli provocations. There is a logic to 

their restraint. If you’re taking the long view, what Israel is doing in Gaza is sapping its 

morale, weakening its economy, and compromising its military. 

So while the US may oppose triggering a wider war, Israel wants one. And if one happens, 

there is always the risk and possibility that the US joins it, detonating a regional and 

international conflagration. 

Finally, as you have noted, Palestinian resistance has always been a trigger for popular 

uprisings throughout the Middle East and North Africa, both in solidarity with the 

liberation struggle and against the region’s authoritarian regimes. How is this playing 

out today? Can this new phase of the Palestinian struggle stir a new phase of struggle 

from below for the transformation of the region and the emancipation of Palestine? 

No one can predict what will happen. The counterrevolution has crushed all the uprisings 

in every state in the region. The regimes have proved their staying power at the expense of 

their people. 

As a result, there is a huge degree of fear, maybe even apathy and resignation among 

people in the region. They saw how the Syrian regime crushed its people. They saw the 

counter-revolution in Bahrain, Egypt, and many other countries. 
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The success of the counterrevolution has intimidated people against risking another round 

of revolution. They are not convinced that it would not result in the same disastrous 

outcome as previous uprisings. 

No one should be naively optimistic. At the same time, the ills that plagued our region in 

2010 persist today and are perhaps even exacerbated. And Palestine is a trigger as it 

always has been for the region and its oppressed peoples. Today you can see it in the 

protests in solidarity with Palestine, especially the massive ones in Yemen. 

Every one of those mobilizations, no matter how big or small, are not just about Palestine, 

but about popular grievances about people’s material conditions and frustrations with their 

autocratic states. 

Egypt is the place where that dynamic is most acute. Its people face conditions just as bad 

if not worse than in 2010, they support the Palestinian struggle, and confront a regime that 

is blocking humanitarian aid to Palestinians. It is a tinder box. 

We are living in a very volatile moment. There are reasons for optimism, but also a need 

for sobriety about the challenges ahead. We have learned that these regimes are very 

powerful and quite brutal. But we are certainly in the midst of an important paradigm shift, 

and while victory is not inevitable, neither is defeat. 

This piece first appeared in Spectre. 

Ashley Smith is a socialist writer and activist in Burlington, Vermont. He has written for 
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